
DOES DELAYED 
GRATIFICATION 

CHANGE WITH AGE?



ABSTRACT

Three grades of students were given the Marshmallow Test. 

(Pre-School, Kindergarten, and first grade) I explained to the 

children that they had a choice to eat the marshmallow I had 

given them, or they could wait five minutes for another 

marshmallow. I then came back either after they had eaten 

the marshmallow or had waited the whole five minutes 

without eating or licking the marshmallow. Out of all three 

grades, first grade waited the most.



HYPOTHESIS 

I believe that delayed gratification does 

change with age, and that the first graders 

will have a higher success rate than the 

others; kindergarten will have the next 

highest success rate and Pre-School will have 

the lowest.



MATERIALS 

1- timer

16- participants 

2- bags of marshmallows 

1- camera for pictures

1- go pro camera for video



PROCEDURE  

1. Gave participant one marshmallow.

2. Explained directions to each participant.

3. I Left the room.

4. Waited for the participant to either eat the marshmallow 

or wait five minutes.

5. I Went back into the room.

6. Gave participant second marshmallow if they waited.

7. Recorded results.



RESULTS 

The 1st graders had the highest percentage of children who 
passed. The percentage of children in 1st grade who passed was 
100%. The kindergarteners had a success rate of 60%. Pre-
School had the lowest passing rate with roughly about 43% 
passing. The overall average of children who passed is about 
69%. An interesting fact is that most of the kids who failed, 
failed within the first minute. This means that these kids fell for 
the initial temptation or did not see it worth waiting for an 
additional marshmallow. Some of the kids who did pass had 
some interesting strategies for waiting. A couple were the 
strategies of not looking at the marshmallow and the other was 
counting until I came back with the additional marshmallow.



DELAYED GRATIFICATION RESULTS  
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CONCLUSION

In conclusion to my project, I found my hypothesis was 

correct! Delayed gratification does improve with age. The 

preschoolers had the lowest percentage of kids who passed 

the test. The Kindergarteners improved over preschool but 

still were less successful than the kids in first grade. By first 

grade all the kids were capable of delaying gratification for 

at least 5 minutes. The brings questions to the predictions 

of the marshmallow test. Since delayed gratification 

improves with age, the marshmallow test cannot reliably 

predict long-term behavior into the future.
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BIBLICAL APPLICATION

Blessed is the man who endures temptation for when he 

has been approved he will receive a crown of life which 

the Lord has promised to those who love him.

James 1:12 NKJV

Just has James says if we love the Lord and have endured 

temptation, we will receive a crown of life. If my 

participants wait five minutes without eating the 

Marshmallow and endure the temptation, they will 

receive a greater reward.



GLOSSARY 
• Delayed Gratification- resistance to the temptation of an immediate 
pleasure in hope of obtaining a valuable long-lasting reward in the long-
term

• Gratification – The state of being gratified, great satisfaction.

• Obese-very fat or overweight; corpulent

• Researcher – Someone who organizes systematic and scientific
inquiry into a subject to discover or revise facts about theories.

• Reward- something for a special service or act

• Self- Control- the control of oneself the ability to master one’s
desires and impulses

• Success- achievement of something intended or desired; attaining to
wealth, fame, or prosperity

• The Marshmallow Test -Study on delayed gratification led by Walter 
Mischel of Stanford. A child is offered a choice between one immediate 
reward or two rewards later. 
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LOGBOOK 

• January 1, 2023 – I found my topic and problem to solve.

• January 3, 2023 – I received my science fair project worksheet.

• January 8-14, 2023 – I found and read resources, and. I filled out my 

science fair worksheet.

• January 16, 2023 – I wrote my bibliography.

• January 17, 2023 – I finished writing my research paper.

• January 17-18, 2023 – I performed my science experiment.

• January 23, 2023 – I typed my bibliography and research paper.

• January 30, 2023 – I typed my abstract, Biblical application, conclusion, and 

glossary. 

• February 3, 2023 – I constructed my project board display.

• February 6, 2023 – I turned in my science project to the school fair location.
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